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from the editor

love to celebrate anniversaries, and this
year is a particularly important one:
the centennial of Albert Einstein’s annus mirabilis, during which
he published five papers that heralded a revolution for physics.
Barely an area of physics survived in its previous form once
the effects of Einstein’s miraculous year had been appreciated
and assimilated.
In recognition of the year that perhaps did more to change
physics than any other, the United Nations has declared 2005
as the International Year of Physics. This follows the efforts
of the European Physical Society, the International Union of Pure
and Applied Physics, and UNESCO, which all declared 2005
the World Year of Physics. (The moniker WYP rather than IYP has been widely adopted because
event preparations had to begin before the UN made its decision.) The declaration has been
widely supported by physical societies, the US Congress and many other groups.
The World Year of Physics will not be celebrated only by physicists–the global public will participate in this anniversary more than in any other physics event. Thousands of activities, big and
small, are planned around the world, many originated by individuals outside academia or industry.
One catalogue of events is at www.physics2005.org.
The international particle physics community is contributing to the WYP in many ways. One
particular project worth following is Quantum Diaries, which chronicles a year in the life of young
particle physicists. The participants are sharing their diaries publicly, supplemented with photo
and video content to reveal what goes on behind the stereotypical face of research. In the future,
historians might compare the 2005 Web diaries with personal letters written by scientists at
the beginning of the 20th century, studying what changed, and what remained the same, about
being a scientist.
As we celebrate 100 years of Einstein’s groundbreaking work, the scientific community fully
realizes the evolutionary nature of science. It is continually adapting to new data and observations
with new species of theories, each tested for survival against further experimental evidence. It
would take a bold person to predict that Einstein’s work will one day become vestigial, but there
are signs that Einstein did not have the final word. And so the World Year of Physics is not merely
a commemoration, but signals a time for us to look back on how far we have come, in order
that we can imagine how far we still have to go.
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developed an exemplary culture of international
collaboration to build and operate experiments.
Experimenters have to make these collaborations
work, to meet the scientific challenges. But
can the collaborative model that has worked so
well for experiments become the model for particle accelerators? Can the accelerator builders
of the world transcend their varying—sometimes
opposing—points of view to design a global
accelerator to address the most compelling scientific questions in the history of the field?
The answer, based on the KEK workshop,
is yes. The overwhelming sense was one of
excitement about the science, and determination
to grasp the unprecedented opportunities presented by the worldwide technology consensus.
It was exciting to watch groups of scientists
work through their differences to grapple with
the difficult issues of who will do what, where,
and when, in the enormous task of designing
the world’s next particle accelerator.
The process was not without stresses and
strains, and it helped to talk about them openly.
“We were shocked,” an Asian colleague frankly
told a workshop session, describing KEK’s reaction to the August technology decision. But
he went on to describe the remarkable progress
the laboratory has made in putting its outstanding accelerator physics capabilities to work in a
new direction. The First ILC Workshop gave
global collaboration crucial forward momentum.
The process of forging a true global ILC
collaboration has begun well, but it has only
begun. Building an ILC will depend at least as
much on developing new forms of scientific
cooperation among nations as on developing
new technologies. The challenges which lie
ahead make me think of John Kennedy’s words
in 1962 about the mission to go to the moon:
“We choose to go to the moon in this decade
and do the other things, not because they are
easy, but because they are hard, because that
goal will serve to organize and measure the
best of our energies and skills, because that
challenge is one that we are willing to accept,
one we are unwilling to postpone, and one
which we intend to win.”
Just as today particle physicists feel at
home in each others’ laboratories, our success
in building an International Linear Collider will
take us a giant step forward in making the science of particle physics at home in the world.

The ILC Challenge
To a particle physicist, every particle physics
laboratory, anywhere in the world, feels like home.
Beyond the familiar presence of accelerators
and control rooms, the polyglot chatter in the
cafeteria, and the reunions with colleagues,
there is something in the atmosphere of a highenergy physics lab that says to a particle
physicist “You’re home.”
And so it was that when 230 high-energy
physicists from 15 countries met at KEK, the
particle physics laboratory in Tsukuba, Japan,
in mid-November 2004, the meeting had something of the air of a family gathering—with a particular buzz of excitement. The KEK workshop
marked the first occasion that the high-energy
physics community had come together since
the announcement of the superconducting technology choice for an International Linear Collider
in August 2004. For the first time, accelerator
physicists and engineers from most of the world’s
particle physics laboratories had gathered to
start on the design for a global accelerator with
a single technology. Most of us at the First ILC
Workshop had worked for years on either the
chosen technology or the alternative.
“The [technology] decision was a difficult
but necessary one,” Maury Tigner had said back
in August. “It opens the way for the world
particle physics community to unite behind one
technology and concentrate our combined
resources on the design of a superconductingtechnology linear collider.” Now, at KEK, it was
time to put these words into action.
Global projects rely on collaboration.
Historically, experimental particle physics has

Albrecht Wagner has been Director General of Deutsches
Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) since 1999.
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signal to background

Night shift
Twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week, a crew of four to
five operators plus a crew chief
are on shift in Fermilab’s Main
Control Room, monitoring the
accelerator complex. You would
think that the midnight to 8 a.m.
shift would be dreaded. While
it probably isn’t anybody’s favorite, working into the wee
hours of the morning can have
its perks.
“There is definitely an advantage to working the night
shift,” said Marty Murphy a crew
chief in Fermilab’s Accelerator
Division. “You get to see

gorgeous sunrises, lunar
eclipses—all kinds of astronomical events. And you get to
be here when nobody else is,
which can be nice.”
On the evening of November
7, 2004, the midnight crew
experienced a rare treat as the
aurora borealis lit up the sky
for hours. Even though he
wasn’t on shift at the time,
Murphy knew that he couldn’t
pass up the opportunity to
photograph the aurora at
Fermilab. “It was fairly constant,
and you could see waves,”
he said. “It almost looked like
a veil waving in the breeze.”
4

This isn’t the first time that
Murphy has found a use for
his photography skills during a
midnight shift. “I had a photograph published in FermiNews
in 1997 when beam went into
the Main Injector for the first
time,” Murphy said. “Because
the event happened around 3
a.m., there weren’t many volunteers to photograph it. I guess
another perk of the midnight
shift is getting a chance to
exploit your talents when other
people don’t want to be awake.”
Elizabeth Clements
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Night shift with a visual reward; debunking fake science; anniversary fight:
Einstein vs. Godzilla; people-watching at the SLAC race; hot relationships
in particle and astrophysics; pixel art with particle collisions; letters to the editor.

Reviewed by Elizabeth Clements

Debunked!
Georges Charpak and Henri Broch
The Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 2004

I know you pretty well: Sometimes you are
extroverted, affable and sociable, while at other
times you are introverted, cautious and reserved.
You need others to like and admire you, yet
you are apt to be critical of yourself. And you
are a person who possesses a substantial
untapped potential that you haven’t exploited
for your own benefit.
Aren’t you amazed with my telepathic
abilities?
Debunked! by Nobel Prize winner Georges
Charpak and physics professor Henri Broch
reveals the tricks of the trade that keep palmreaders and amateur magicians in business.
Using the sentences above, one of the authors
of the book conducted an experiment and
found that 69 percent of his students judged
the description of their personality to be accurate.
Entertaining and amusing, Debunked!
begins by exposing some basic magic tricks
such as walking on broken glass and levitating
in the air. Charpak and Broch go beyond the
basic parlor tricks, however, and demonstrate
how pseudoscientists use simple science,
statistics and psychology to dupe an audience.
Writing for a general audience, Charpak and

So who’s this Einstein guy I
keep hearing about? He writes
these five papers a hundred
years ago, and now the whole
world wants a year to glorify
him? Booshwah, I say. This year
is WYOG—World Year of
Godzilla, my 50th anniversary,
kicking off my second halfcentury of tromping on Tokyo
and New York, and whomping
on any monster wannabe or
pusillanimous professor I spot
along the way. If this bad-hair
egghead wants to do some
banging—BRING IT ON!
Now, if, as some say, I’m the
kinder, gentler sort of radiation
mutation, I admit this much:
I do give the guy a tip of my hat.
“Einstein, old pal,” I say, “I really
do owe it all to you, bless your
relativistic, chain-reacting little
heart. Why, without E=mc 2, I
would never have seen the light
of day.” It’s true, too. Split some

atoms here and there, toss in
a little 1950s-style superpower
brinkmanship, test a few
nuclear devices, and—AAARRRRRGGGGHHHHH!—
I come bursting on the scene
with tongue flaming and top
billing right from the start:
“GODZILLA, KING OF THE
MONSTERS!” It is good to
be the king.
Sure, you’ve been on the
cover of Time, Einstein, but do
they call you “EINSTEIN,
KING OF THE PHYSICISTS”?
Do populations flee in fear
when you’re near? No way,
sockless savant! You got your
five papers in early, but how
many did you do 50 years later?
Ha! I thought so. My 29th
movie just came out in Japan
last month—and I’m still doing
all my own stunts! Match that,
equation-head.
You say you’ve still got
some tricks up your sleeve,
Einstein? Remember King
5

Kong? I fought King Kong.
I outlasted King Kong. And
Einstein, you’re no King Kong!
Godzilla (as told to
Mike Perricone)
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Einstein vs. Godzilla:
The Green Guy Wins

Broch use basic math and simple scientific
arguments to support their explanations of the
paranormal and beyond. While I found some
of the examples enlightening—you’ll never see
me reading a horoscope again—some readers
may not be convinced by all of the book’s arguments. If you are a strong believer in ESP or
telekinesis—especially if you are a Matrix
fan who is still trying to bend that spoon with
your mind—you may consider Charpak and
Broch to be more opinionated than convincing.
In their conclusion, Charpak and Broch
acknowledge that readers should not abandon
their beliefs. A couple of sentences later,
they warn readers, “But remember, only idiots
never change their minds.”

Photo: James Stanfield

signal to background

the walkers emerge thirsty
from the brush.
It’s a fun event, a great
chance to get some exercise,
see friends from across the
lab, and a unique way to soak
up some California sunshine
before the first chill of winter
sets in.
Joni White, SLAC

Hot relationships
The growing relationship of
astrophysics and particle physics
is a hot topic these days. In
addition to the appearance of
new faces and institutions at
the labs, the growth of this area
of research can actually be
seen in the references of particle physics papers.
High-energy physics
research papers are usually
posted to arXiv.org, and are
categorized as Theory, Phenomenology, or Experiment. There
are also several other archives,
including Astrophysics. Using
spires citation data, one can
check the fraction of papers
%

in a given category that cite
papers from one of the other
archives. Because these numbers are limited to arXiv.org
papers, there are several omissions. However, they can still
give a rough idea of the influence that the various fields
have on each other.
While all of the percentages
have risen somewhat over the
last 10 years, most notable is
the rise in citations by theory
and phenomenology papers of
astrophysics papers (see chart).
This increase (a tripling in phenomenology and even more in
theory papers) is steeper than
the rises seen in other fields
and can be attributed, in
part, to the growing relationships between astrophysics and
particle physics.
Travis Brooks, SLAC

Source: spires
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The near-perfect weather in
California inspires many SLAC
employees to enjoy jogging
and walking at lunch time. The
long, straight stretch beside
the world’s longest building, the
klystron gallery of the two-mile
Stanford Linear Accelerator,
seems to compel exercise.
On any given day, lunch-time
athletes are found running in
casual groups or pairs, but
one day a year the walkers and
runners compete en masse
during a unique event: the
SLAC race, also known as the
Run & Walk.
The people-watching at that
event is worth the walk out to
the accelerator building. Over
200 scientists, technicians,
managers and office workers
turn out to participate in the
two-mile race, and I’ve seen
all types ranging from those
with concentrated serious
expressions—warming up and
stretching like Run & Walk was
an Olympic event—to disorganized first timers who rush up at
the last moment asking, “Can
we still register?”
The fog lifts just in time,
revealing ideal conditions for
the 33rd annual SLAC race. The
race is coordinated by a committee and staffed by a group
of volunteers. Although this is
my third consecutive year serving as water woman at the
turnaround for the walkers,
many are still surprised when
they see my colleague Boni
and me seated at a table, smiling, cups ready with water, as

Percentage of papers
citing astrophysics papers

SLAC Race

Future imagery will rely
on data from the particle collider experiments at Fermilab
and SLAC, as well as from
two astronomical observatories.

Letters

Readers can view the images
in motion at: www.kunstfassade.de/tor/current_e.html.
Kurt Riesselmann

symmetry does promise a deep and wide resonance indeed.
In a computer simulation, pencil beams of
ionizing radiation are directed towards a finely
segmented calorimeter. The challenge: determine the optimal aiming of these beams so that
a specified amount of energy is deposited to
certain target volumes of the calorimeter, while
non-target volumes are avoided. For bonus points:
run enough particles in the simulation so it
results in a sharply defined energy deposition
per voxel (volume element).
This is not a proposal to test new particle
physics calorimeters, it is cutting edge radiotherapy treatment planning. Patients indicated
for radiotherapy are imaged prior to their treatments, usually via computerized tomography.
Typical imaging voxel segmentation is a few
millimeters.
Cancerous lesions are designated as targetvolumes, while nearby uninvolved organs are
characterized as targets-to-be-missed. This is a
straightforward calculation. Alas, the computer
running time needed under realistic clinical conditions, even on a modest size parallel cluster,
exceeds a workday. To increase calculation
speed, the vast majority of radiotherapy planning
is done today with algorithms of intrinsically
reduced accuracy.
Dimitri A. Dimitroyannis
Harvard Medical School, USA

symmetry vs. Vikings
Out here in rural Stearns County, Minnesota,
I have taken to leaving my copy of symmetry on
the coffee table. Then when people ask, “Say,
what is this all about?” I casually reply, “Oh, that’s
a little magazine that Fermilab and SLAC send
me every month. Would you like to read it?”
Then I quickly change the topic to the latest
Viking football game. Unless I am mistaken,
people think I’m brilliant.
The fact is, symmetry is a challenge and
I am honored by your sending it to me. I read
the first edition cover to cover and enjoyed
Ms. Cole’s piece at the end. I was also pleased
to find that I had read her book A Hole in
the Universe.
I must find a way to drop that piece of information into my social conversations.
The magazine is spectacular. But what I want
to know is: How can a bunch of science nerds
like yourselves be so darn creative?
Roland Froyen
South Haven, Minnesota, USA

Grid to fight cancer
Radiotherapy Grid computing offers an application of high-energy physics research-workstill-in-progress with tangible and immediate
clinical utility to the one million Americans
who will be treated with radiotherapy next year.
The “voices” article from the first issue of

Letters can be submitted via
letters@symmetrymagazine.org
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Inspired by the pixel structure
of far away objects in astronomical images, artist Tim Otto
Roth uses live scientific data
to create visions of science in
action. His artwork, entitled
I see what I see not, relies on
data from five laboratories
in Europe and North America
to illuminate a huge outdoor
display of 76 individually
controllable panels in Munich,
Germany.
In December, he transformed
images from the German
kascade cosmic ray experiment
into squares of rapidly changing colors. Projected onto the
700-square-foot array, the artwork becomes “a super-eye,
looking for the causes of space
and matter.”

Photo: Tim Otto Roth

Pixel Art

Einstein’s
annus mirabilis

in 1923 made clear the need for a quantum
theory of light.
On the other hand, Einstein’s explanation in
1907 of certain puzzling thermal properties of
crystalline solids–treating the crystal’s molecules
as quantum oscillators–convinced most physicists of the need for a quantum theory of matter,
making quantum theory a major research
topic even before Bohr’s 1913 theory of the
hydrogen atom.
By 1907, Einstein was at work on an extension of relativity theory to include gravitation.
He soon realized that gravity and inertia are two
sides of the same coin and their equivalence
is the key to understanding gravity. This insight
implies that inertial (non-accelerating) frames
of reference, which had maintained their privileged status in the special theory of relativity,
must be dethroned. To include gravitation, his
1905 theory had to give way to a generalized
theory of relativity, with no privileged frames of
reference. Most physicists scoffed and continued to seek ways to incorporate gravitation with
special relativity–indeed, many still do!
However, Einstein persevered, and by 1915 had
developed a theory of gravity in which all spacetime structures are dynamical objects, in bold
contrast to all other physical theories, including
the quantum theories developed later. These
all depend on some fixed background space-time
structures, and hence are called backgrounddependent theories.
Attempts to create a quantum theory of gravity must somehow reconcile general relativity
with quantum mechanics. They face this dilemma:
Is it possible to formulate a background-independent quantum gravity theory, as general
relativity suggests? Or must we give up background independence in order to quantize
gravity as quantum theory suggests? Most physicists–including string theorists–believe in
the latter alternative. But if the former proves
possible and the resulting theory is physically
fruitful–as loop quantum gravity advocates
have shown there is reason to hope–then the
formulation of the first background-independent
physical theory will surely rank as Einstein’s
greatest achievement.
John Stachel

One hundred years ago, Einstein published five
papers that led to revolutionary changes in
our understanding of the properties of space,
time and the microscopic world.
As a student, Einstein said, he had no feeling
for the important problems in mathematics,
whereas in physics he always had a sense of
what is really significant. He certainly proved
this in 1905. In that miraculous year he: 1) made
major contributions to the classical kinetic
theory of atoms and molecules; 2) resolved the
apparent conflict between classical mechanics
and the optics and electrodynamics of moving
bodies; and 3) laid the foundations for the
quantum theory of light.
Kinetic Theory: To this day, Einstein’s
two papers on molecular behavior and Brownian
motion (the random jostling of small particles,
like dust in water) are cited more often than his
other 1905 papers because of the many practical applications of his formulas for diffusion and
viscosity. The paper on Brownian motion is
also of great theoretical interest because it is the
first successful mathematical treatment of a
stochastic (random) process.
Relativity: People like Lorentz and Poincaré
were trying to understand why experimental
attempts to observe a background “ether,”
assumed to pervade space, had failed. Einstein
realized that, since the days of Fresnel and
Fizeau, such experiments had been trying to tell
us that the traditional way of understanding
motion break down for speeds approaching that
of light. What was needed was to replace the
old mechanics, in which the time was absolute,
with a new mechanics, in which the speed
of light is absolute and space and time behave
differently from the perspective of observers
in different states of motion.
It took years before this new viewpoint
prevailed. Indeed, a look at some current textbooks’ treatment of the special theory shows
that it still has not prevailed everywhere.
Quantum theory: The only 1905 paper
Einstein described as “revolutionary” is the one
on quantum theory, which introduced the idea
that there are smallest possible elements (quanta)
of light. This work on the photoelectric effect
won the Nobel prize in 1921. In contrast to
attempts by Planck and others to patch up classical theories in order to incorporate quantum
phenomena, Einstein proclaimed from the start
that neither classical mechanics nor classical
electrodynamics would survive the quantum revolution. His concept of light quanta was widely
derided until the discovery of the Compton
effect (involving the scattering of light by electrons)

John Stachel is Professor Emeritus of Physics and Director of
the Center for Einstein Studies, Boston University. He is
the founding editor of The Collected Papers of Albert Einstein,
author of Einstein from ‘B’ to ‘Z’, and he edited Einstein’s
Miraculous Year, annotated translations of all the 1905 papers.
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voices: einstein papers

Special Relativity

The death of
common sense

Quantum Physics

nent in the Standard Model (SM) of particle
interactions. The lifetimes of fast-moving unstable
particles vary with their relative speed precisely
as predicted by relativity. E=mc 2 is confirmed
every time a particle and antiparticle annihilate
to produce light.
But the Standard Model completely ignores
the gravitational interaction. The SM is a quantum
theory, and there is no known completely
viable quantum theory of gravity (there are candidate models, such as string theory). Most
physicists believe that, ultimately, a unified fundamental theory will merge a quantum theory
of gravity with the SM.
Whether Einstein’s theory of relativity would
then remain intact is unclear. Some researchers
are looking for violations of relativity as a
signature of quantum-gravity effects. A general
theory (called the Standard Model Extension
or SME) developed by Alan Kostelecký and coworkers at Indiana University has been used
to search for relativity violations in particle, atomic,
and astrophysical experiments.
One of the best tests of relativity theory–
sensitive to an extremely delicate particleantiparticle balancing act in kaons–has been
conducted by the KTeV collaboration at the
Fermilab Tevatron. KTeV tested interactions in the
SME that would cause relativity violations to
the level of parts in 1021. The BaBar experiment
at SLAC conducts similar searches using B
mesons.
So far, Einstein can rest easy–no violations
of relativity have been found. However, increasingly-precise experiments will probe further
into the realm where quantum-gravity effects are
expected to appear. If they find violations of
relativity, they would signal the beginning a new
revolutionary period in physics as great as the
one Einstein began 100 years ago.
Robert Bluhm

Prior to the development of special relativity,
the laws of physics and the laws of common
sense were practically one and the same. Measurements of space and time were absolute.
There were no limits in principle on how fast a
person could travel. A meter was a meter and
a second was a second no matter what.
The birth of Albert Einstein’s theory 100 years
ago marked the death of these common-sense
notions of space, time, and travel. According to
Einstein, measurements of time and length
intervals differ when made by observers who are
moving relative to each other. There is no universal time. Nothing can travel faster than the
speed of light. Einstein also deduced that mass
is a form of energy, expressed by the famous
equation E=mc 2.
As is often the case with revolutionary new
theories, the theory of relativity emerged from a
crisis in the physics community: How does light
travel? The prevailing view before Einstein was
that light waves traveled through an all-pervasive medium called the ether. The speed of light
was defined with respect to the rest frame of
the ether.
Albert Michelson’s experiments, however,
failed to detect Earth’s motion through the ether.
Without this medium, what could serve as the
reference frame for light rays traveling through
empty space?
Einstein proposed the radical idea that light
in a vacuum always travels at the same constant speed, c (roughly 300,000 km/s). No matter
how fast an observer travels relative to a light
source, the emitted light always travels at the
same speed, c. There was no need for an ether.
Einstein believed that any observer moving
at constant velocity (in a so-called inertial frame)
experiences the same laws of physics. If nothing distinguishes one inertial frame from another,
then the speed of light would naturally be the
same in all such frames.
Einstein’s radical theory ultimately gained
acceptance, and now pervades all modern
physics. Special relativity is an essential compo-

Robert Bluhm is the Sunrise Professor of Physics at Colby College.
His research in theoretical physics focuses on how low-energy
atomic physics can be used to test fundamental symmetries and
interactions in particle physics.
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Brownian Motion

Opportunities, Decisions
Await Oddone
by Kurt Riesselmann

Pier Oddone, deputy director at Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, will assume the leadership of the
largest US particle physics laboratory at a time
of great scientific opportunity and important decisions.
He’s smart. He’s charming. He’s competitive.
Since his years in elementary school in
Peru, Pier Oddone has aimed to be among the
best. From studying at MIT and Princeton to
inventing a novel particle collider to managing
multi-million-dollar budgets, Oddone has consistently excelled. Beginning July 1, Oddone will
focus his leadership and management skills
on the Department of Energy’s Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory, becoming the fifth
director in the laboratory’s 38-year history.
“It’s a huge job,” he admitted upon the
announcement of his appointment. “You’ll never
get bored. You have to create an exciting
environment where science flourishes. At the
same time you have to run projects on time,
budget and schedule. You have to be safe. You
have to have impeccable operations. You
have to work with the community to get local
support. You have to work with the state
and many parts of the federal government. It’s
a humbling thing.”
Oddone, 60, will succeed Michael Witherell,
who has served as Fermilab director since 1999.
With the approval of the Secretary of Energy,
Oddone was selected by Universities Research
Association, which manages Fermilab, on the
advice of a 19-member search committee led by
former presidential science advisor Neal Lane.
“Pier Oddone is an excellent choice to be the
next director,” said Witherell, who announced in
October 2003 that he would step down from his
post in June 2005. “His experience as a particle
physicist, division head, and deputy director at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
has prepared him well to lead Fermilab. He has
been an effective advocate and overseer for a
portfolio of research that includes such diverse
areas as scientific computing, genomics,
and cosmology, in addition to particle physics.”

Raymond L. Orbach, director of the federal
Department of Energy’s Office of Science, calls
Oddone superbly qualified to guide Fermilab
into the future.
“We are very fortunate that Pier Oddone will
become the next director of Fermilab,” Orbach
said. “He is an outstanding scientist and a
proven leader and manager whose appointment
serves Fermilab, the Office of Science and
the nation well.”
Oddone, who has worked at Berkeley Lab
for 32 years, joins Fermilab at a time of great
opportunity and important decisions. In 2004,
Fermilab’s Tevatron, the world’s highest-energy
particle collider, churned out more collisions
than ever before, greatly increasing the potential for discovery. Its Main Injector has begun to
deliver beam to the MINOS neutrino experiment; plans for the BTeV experiment to study
bottom quarks are well under way; and the
Particle Astrophysics Center at the lab pursues
projects dedicated to solving the mystery of
dark matter and dark energy.
But the laboratory is at a crossroads. The
Large Hadron Collider at CERN in Switzerland
will soon take over as the world’s most powerful
accelerator. The global particle physics community is developing plans for an International
Linear Collider, and Fermilab is among potential
sites for the multi-billion-dollar machine. If,
when and where the ILC gets built will greatly
influence Fermilab’s future.
“We are living in a time of remarkable
opportunity for particle physics,” said Oddone.
“The next few years will bring a revolution
in our understanding of the universe. As one
of the world’s great physics laboratories,
Fermilab will make vital contributions to the
discoveries ahead.”
10
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Named new director of Fermilab,
Pier Oddone addressed Fermilab
employees on November 19, 2004.
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Illustrations: Aaron Grant
Source: Pierre Auger collaboration
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Let itRain
Toward the end of a ten-year experiment in 1991, postdoc Hungye Dai of
the University of Utah was puzzling over some really unusual data. The
experiment was Fly’s Eye, which pioneered a new method of studying
ultra-high-energy cosmic rays by monitoring the faint flashes of ultraviolet
light produced in the sky when the particles hit the upper atmosphere.
Lead scientist Pierre Sokolsky recalls when Dai showed him the anomalous
numbers. Sokolsky thought they were a fluke from the detector: “You
know, you always expect to see stuff like that, and it’s usually just junk,”
says Sokolsky. “So I told him to go away, and to look at it some more.”

13
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The most energetic particles in the
universe have a message for us.
The gigantic Pierre Auger Southern
Observatory, still under construction
in Argentina, is already trying to
decipher it. By Davide Castelvecchi

Dai and his colleague, Paul Sommers, did just
that, spending months re-analyzing the event,
expecting it to fade away with other similar data
anomalies. But it didn’t. It would be more than
a year before the team decided to announce their
result at a conference.
At 3x1020 electron volts (a 3 followed by 20
zeroes), the particle that hit the Utah sky in 1991
was 300 million times more energetic than
those made by Fermilab’s Tevatron, the world’s
most powerful particle accelerator. If every
proton and neutron in a small virus had as much
energy as the one that hit the Utah sky, the
virus would pack the punch of a few tons of explosive. To this day, it is still the most energetic
particle measured in history, though about
a dozen more events above the 1020 electron
volt mark have been reported by other experiments, notably by the Akeno Giant Air Shower
Array (AGASA) experiment in Japan.
Scientists don’t know what to make of such
data. No ordinary star could generate these
energies, and even the most powerful objects in
the universe don’t look like plausible candidates.
“To the extent that we think we understand
astrophysical objects, it doesn’t seem possible,”
says Jim Cronin of the University of Chicago.
A new challenge
Cronin, who shared a Nobel Prize with Val Fitch
for their 1965 discovery of the asymmetry in
the behavior of matter and antimatter, says cosmic rays are the most exciting mystery he’s
ever tried to solve. Together with Alan Watson
of the University of Leeds, Cronin, once a
nuclear physicist who had vowed never to get
involved in big experiments, began in 1995 to
spearhead the Pierre Auger Project, an international effort that now involves 250 scientists
from 50 institutions in 15 countries. The project

Argentina

is named for the French cosmic ray pioneer
who first characterized the behavior of cosmic
rays in the atmosphere.
At its inception, Cronin and Watson envisioned two identical observatories, one in
the Northern hemisphere and one in the Southern hemisphere, to cover the entire sky. The
Southern Observatory, with its 24 fluorescence
telescopes and 1600 detector stations covering
an area of 1200 square miles—roughly three
times the area of the city of Los Angeles—is
now nearing completion in Argentina.
Surface area matters
It takes a wide net to catch the elusive ultra-highenergy cosmic rays. Auger will record enough
events, and with enough precision, to draw the
first detailed map of the southern ultra-highenergy sky. Seeing “hot spots” could help identify
some suspects as the sources of the cosmic
rays—perhaps gigantic, dormant black holes in
nearby galaxies. Or the map could enable
scientists for the first time to “see” dark matter,
the invisible stuff that’s thought to make up
more than 80 percent of any galaxy’s mass, including that of our own Milky Way.
As the site for the Southern Observatory, the
Auger collaboration chose the Pampa Amarilla,
a semiarid plain near the town of Malargüe, about
600 miles west of Buenos Aires. Locals raise
cattle and enjoy a dramatic view of the Andes,
including the highest peaks in the Americas.
“The site is the perfect size, and is flat,” which
makes Auger’s logistics easier, says project
manager Paul Mantsch of Fermilab. The region
is also fairly free of light pollution, being far
from any major urban area.
Built in part with off-the-shelf technology
to keep costs down, the 1600 detector stations
make a beehive grid, each about a mile

The Southern Site of the Pierre
Auger Cosmic Ray Observatory
is located in the Pampa Amarilla
region of Argentina (left), with
detectors spread across Mendoza
Province (right). The dots represent the 1,600 detector stations
covering 1,200 square miles. The
lines indicate the field of vision
of each of the four fluorescence
telescopes that are located at
the edges of the observatory,
at Los Leones, Coihueco, Loma
Amarilla and Los Morados.

Loma Amarilla

Coihueco

Los Morados

Pampa Amarilla

Malargüe

Los Leones
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National Atomic Energy Commission. The project
team expects the tanks to last 20 years,
requiring only the replacement, now and then,
of a faulty rechargeable battery.
Thanks to the Pampa’s dark skies, on clear,
moonless nights, scientists can cross-check
and calibrate their data using fluorescence telescopes. Set on hills at the edges of the
observatory, the instruments are inspired by Fly’s
Eye and its successors. Cosmic ray showers
briefly excite the nitrogen in the air, producing
fluorescence in the ultraviolet spectrum. With
wide-angle mirrors focusing images on sensitive
detectors, the telescopes monitor the sky
above the whole observatory, recording events
of 1018 electron volts and up.
A 1020-plus electron volt particle only lands
about once every 40 years on any square mile
of the earth’s surface. But thanks to its size,
Auger should record dozens of such events per
year—and also thousands of events of 1018 electron volts or more—mapping the cosmic ray sky.

Signatures of cosmic rays
At the passage of each charged particle through
a tank, the water inside is briefly lit by a bluish
streak of light, picked up by the light detectors.
The tanks have Global Positioning Systems to
precisely synchronize their clocks, and they record the timing of each signal to better than
one ten-millionth of a second. Back at a central
facility, Auger’s software uses the tiny lags
between signals coming from different tanks—
and some clever trigonometry—to reconstruct
the direction of the original particle to one
degree, or roughly twice the apparent diameter
of the moon.
“The detector stations really are the workhorse,” says the Argentine collaboration spokesperson Alberto Etchegoyen, of Argentina’s

Extreme cartography
At less extreme energies, cosmic ray maps have
existed for decades, but they are largely meaningless for identifying the cosmic ray sources.
That’s because our galaxy has a magnetic field.
Most cosmic rays are charged particles, which
follow characteristic, corkscrew trajectories
in magnetic fields. After circling the galaxy for
thousands of years, such particles can fall
on earth at pretty much any angle, so their origins
cannot be reconstructed. But above 1019
electron volts, particles are too energetic to be
swayed significantly by galactic magnetic fields
and so travel in nearly straight lines, explains
Angela Olinto, a theoretical astrophysicist at the
University of Chicago and a member of the
Auger collaboration. And the higher the energy,
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distant from its neighbors. Each station is a
four-foot-high, 12-foot-wide plastic tank, filled
with 3000 gallons of purified water, which is
monitored by three light detectors. The stations
are powered by solar cells, and they send
back their data using cellphone technology, so
no wiring is necessary.
The tanks work day and night, rain or
shine. When high-energy cosmic rays—typically
protons, but also other particles and heavier
atomic nuclei—crash onto the upper atmosphere,
the crash produces subatomic debris, which
leads to more crashes, and so on. Invisible to
the naked eye, a shower of secondary particles
quickly spreads and branches its way down
like the forks of a lightning bolt. By the time the
shower hits the ground microseconds after it
began, it consists of billions of electrons, muons,
and other charged particles. A major shower
could hit as many as 40 of Auger’s tanks, covering an area comparable to Manhattan in both
size and shape.

Each detector station is a plastic tank four feet high
and 12 feet in diameter, filled with 3,000 gallons
(11,000 liters) of de-ionized water, using solar-powered
cell-phone technology to send data.
Communications antenna

Solar panel and electronics box

Three 9" photomultiplier tubes

Plastic tank

Battery box

White light diffusing liner
11,000 liters of de-ionized water
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the better. “When you get to 1020 electron volts,
you should be able to point back directly where
they came from,” she says.
In 2002, a team claimed that some events
from Japan’s AGASA experiment—a smaller
version of Auger’s array of tanks—pointed to four
candidate galaxies in a part of the sky near the
Big Dipper. But the results were controversial.
With only a handful of events at hand, locating
sources is a bit like trying to link a rare form
of cancer to environmental factors: It’s hard to
tell if a cluster of a few events is statistically
significant, or if it’s coincidental.
Auger could reveal the sources for the first
time, though it may not solve the question of
how sources can produce ultra-high energies in
the first place. “If you do a back-of-the-envelope
calculation, to see which astrophysical objects
we know that can accelerate to these energies,
you find zilch,” Olinto says. But theorists could
at least focus their efforts, she says. “Right now,
a lot of people write papers and have fun, but
we really don’t know what’s going on,” she says.

to be neutron stars with exceptionally intense
magnetic fields.
Perhaps the ideal candidates would be
quasars, the most energetic objects ever seen
in the universe. But quasars are too far away.
The early cosmos was populated by these enigmatic monsters, probably supermassive black
holes. By looking at billions of light years of
distance, telescopes reach billions of years back
in time, and still catch the quasars’ light. But
while their light can travel the universe long after
the quasars have petered out, ultra-high-energy
cosmic rays cannot travel for too long.
Traversing the universe
In the way of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays is
the cosmic microwave background. The CMB
is the afterglow of the big bang—a faint noise
in the television broadcast frequency range,
permeating space, and causing part of the
static on your TV screen. To a cosmic ray particle,
which flies very close to the speed of light,
the CMB radiation looks much more energetic
than it does to us, because of the Doppler
effect—just as the siren of an ambulance sounds
more high-pitched when the ambulance is
approaching.
Repeated collisions with CMB photons can
slow down anything that’s above 5x1019 electron
volts, an effect called the “GZK cutoff,” since
it was pointed out by Kenneth Greisen, Georgi
Zatsepin, and Vadem Kuzmin in the mid-1960s,
soon after the discovery of the CMB. The
slow-down can take millions of years. Exactly how
long may vary, but scientists believe that virtually no particle can spend more than 150
million years before its energy is pushed down
below the cutoff.
Thus, sources of ultra-high-energy cosmic
rays must lie within a distance of 150 million

Cosmic ray sources
The remnants of supernova explosions, which
take place when massive stars collapse
under their own gravitational forces, have been
considered as possible nurseries of cosmic
rays since a seminal 1949 paper by Enrico Fermi.
Supernova shockwaves could harbor intense
magnetic fields for thousands of years, and particles could bounce around in the magnetic
fields like in a pinball—sometimes long enough
to gain high energies. But not high enough:
Most astrophysicists think it’s unlikely that
a supernova could produce cosmic rays above
1016 electron volts or so. Even less is known
about other violent phenomena, such as
the recently discovered magnetars, believed
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“Rocky” Kolb, head of Fermilab’s new Particle
Astrophysics Center.
In 1999, Kolb and his collaborators demonstrated, at least mathematically, that such
particles could exist, and dubbed them Wimpzillas.
“Usually, dark matter candidates are wimpy
WIMPs. Wimpzillas are orders of magnitude more
massive than other dark matter candidates,”
massive enough to explain cosmic rays, Kolb says.
The coming data explosion
Whatever Auger discovers, it will dramatically
change cosmic ray science, and perhaps more.
Although it’s still incomplete, Auger is already
the largest observatory in the world, and the first
major cosmic ray experiment south of the
equator. It has accumulated as much data as any
previous ultra-high-energy cosmic ray experiment, and faster than expected. “We’re getting
far more out of our detector than we ever
imagined,” says Fermilab’s Mantsch. The collaboration also pursues its proposal to build a
twin in North America, where most galaxies in
the Local Group would be visible.
Auger expects to release its first results in
August, at the International Cosmic Ray Conference in Pune, India. Meanwhile, the data is
being analyzed and checked, and until the
official announcement, the collaboration members will not comment on the results. Cronin
will limit himself to saying that things are going
very well. “But I am not telling you what the
answers are,” he says.

A WIMPy way out
A less shocking, but still historic discovery could
happen if the signals neither spread evenly,
nor concentrate in hot spots, but instead distribute like a halo around the Milky Way.
Cosmic rays could then be debris from the decay
of dark matter, and Auger would solve two
mysteries at once.
Astrophysicists and particle physicists have
long sought hints of the identity of dark matter,
trying to detect so-called weakly interacting
massive particles (WIMPs). WIMPs should be
flying all around us, but they seem to manifest
themselves only by gravitational attraction, forming an invisible halo that holds galaxies together.
But only extremely massive WIMPs—at
least a billion billion times as heavy as a proton,
or about the mass of a virus—could produce
ultra-high energy cosmic rays, says Edward
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light years. In a visible universe with a radius
of about 14 billion light years, that’s not a great
distance, and it certainly does not take in any
live quasars–though there could be some dominant ones. Auger’s map should show few, but
fairly definite sources: Any culprits must be hiding within the handful of galaxies in the Local
Group, our Milky Way’s neighborhood.
But what if, instead, the map shows a shapeless spread of dots, the way it happens at
lower energies? If the spread looks truly uniform,
then something could be severely wrong in
our current understanding of fundamental
physics, scientists say. Some of the proposed
explanations border on the exotic: Perhaps
even Einstein’s special theory of relativity, which
prescribes the rules for the GZK cutoff, could
need some mending, according to studies
by Sidney Coleman and Sheldon Glashow of
Harvard University and others.
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Einstein
Iconography
“I Discovered the Theory of Relativity and
All I Got Was This Lousy T-Shirt”
by Judy Jackson
His mug’s on mugs,
Bears wear his hair;
Albert turns up everywhere.
His famed equation greets the eyes
From every form of merchandise;
T-shirts and ties he doth adorn.
Is there Albert Einstein porn?
Tots and geezers recognize him;
Every market sector buys him.
The world, it seems, will never weary
Of him and his relativity theory.
Year after year, folks take a likin’
To Einstein as a cultural icon.
Font of a vast commercial venture, he
Made Time magazine’s “Man of the Century.”
Who’d have thought a patent clerk
Would rise above that line of work
To symbolize for humankind
The greatness of the human mind?
That hair, that tongue, that life, that brain–
Remind us of all we might attain.
Would Albert E. have found it rich
To have become the king of kitsch?
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“

Thus on three levels a summing-up of Einstein, decades
after his death, can claim that as a physicist his genius
is quite undiluted by modern techniques that can test his
theories with a rigor unimaginable in his own day; that
his influence on public affairs, certainly pervasive but of a
strength less than he would have wished, was of a kind
to be applauded by all those who still retain hope for the
human race; and that as a human being the reality of
his life equaled the myth. No man of his intellectual ability,
no man who had so decisively changed the concepts
of the universe, could hope for more.

”

Einstein: The Life and Times, Ronald W. Clark
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B E YO N D TH E STANDA
R D MOD E L
John W
omersley, Fermilab

At almost any particle physics conference,
meeting, or lunch table, the phrase “physics
beyond the Standard Model” is heard over
and over again. What’s wrong with the
Standard Model, anyway? Why are physicists
so sure that there is something beyond it?
And why do they think they can find it anytime soon?

22

radiating high-energy light waves. Back then,
the “catastrophe” pointed the way toward
quantum mechanics. Today, the infinities in the
Standard Model point toward a missing
ingredient, a particle unlike the others and that
is named for its inventor—the Higgs boson.
No one has ever seen a Higgs boson, and
until we can make some of them in our accelerators and study them, we cannot be sure that
this ingredient is really present in the universe,
or at least present in the very simple form in
which it’s written in the Standard Model. We
can already be sure that, Higgs or not, there
is something out there that plays its role: its
indirect effects are already detectable. Quantum
effects connect the mass of the W boson to
those of the quarks; since the top quark has
a very large mass, it has a detectable impact on
the W. The magnitude of this impact depends
on the Higgs. In fact, the W mass is found to
be shifted upwards in exactly the way expected
from the effects of a Higgs; if there were
no Higgs, the W’s mass should be significantly
lower than what we measure.
So the Standard Model plus the Higgs
would be a complete theory, then? Yes and no.
Mathematically it would be self-consistent,
but not elegant—quantum mechanical effects
would naturally tend to make the mass of the
Higgs extremely large, while our best (indirect)
evidence is that it is not; in fact, it may lie just
beyond the reach of our most recent experiments. More importantly, the Standard Model
contains no particles with the right properties to
form the dark matter that seems to pervade
the cosmos. There are rather strong arguments,
based on astronomical observations and
23
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Particle physics strives to identify the building
blocks of matter and describe the interactions
that bind them: the set of instructions needed
to create a universe. Our most succinct and
(we believe) accurate set of instructions is
encapsulated in a quantum field theory called
the Standard Model, which describes a universe
made up of six types of quarks and six types
of leptons, bound together by three fundamental
forces: strong, weak, and electromagnetic.
While this model is known to be incomplete—it
ignores gravity because it is so very weak—it
successfully describes almost all the data from
close to twenty years of experimentation at
particle accelerators.
Why, then, do physicists expend so much
effort searching for what they call “physics
beyond the Standard Model”—by which they
mean new particles and forces outside this
framework? Hasn’t the Standard Model stood
the test of time and been verified? In one
sense, yes: it provides a precise framework for
calculation, and one whose results match
experimental data exquisitely well. That exquisite match occurs, however, only if we add
an additional particle to the quarks and leptons.
Without it, the Standard Model ends up predicting probabilities greater than one—more
likely than a certainty, a nonsensical result. It
is as if we were trying to calculate the angle
at which a ball will bounce off a wall and
found instead that the theory predicts an infinite
number of balls bouncing back at us: it goes
mathematically crazy. This situation is similar
to the “ultraviolet catastrophe” in classical
physics at the end of the 19th century, when
theory predicted infinite probabilities for

The cosmic microwave background data strongly
suggest that only about 5% of the universe is
composed of the quarks and leptons of the Standard
Model, while there is about six to seven times
more mass in the form of invisible “dark matter.”
known universe
5%

unknown universe
95%

cosmology, that this dark matter is made out
of particles—but not out of any of the Standard
Model ones. The interesting implication is
that the Standard Model is indeed a beautiful
description, but a description of just five percent of the universe (the fraction made up of
quarks and leptons). One commonly proposed
idea that addresses both of these issues
is to embed the Standard Model inside a larger
theory, supersymmetry. Supersymmetry is
mathematically elegant and solves the Higgs
mass issue. If supersymmetry proves true, then
for every type of familiar particle there would
be a new species of superparticle, with analogous
properties but much more mass. The lightest
superparticles would be stable, and large numbers of them would still be drifting through our
universe—left over from the big bang, when
particles and superparticles were presumably
created in equal numbers. These leftover
massive particles would then naturally form
the dark matter.
The only way to settle questions like this one
is through experiment. We do not know whether
there is a simple Higgs or something much
more complicated. We cannot tell from cosmology whether the dark matter is made out of
supersymmetric particles or not. We cannot theorize or compute our way to an answer: we must
inquire directly of nature, using accelerators.

By colliding particles together at very high energies, we concentrate a great deal of energy at
a single point in space. This allows nature to tell
us what she contains. We can bring to life all
these kinds of particles and forces that are
innate in the equations describing the universe,
but that we don’t see in our everyday world.
There is a very tantalizing aspect to all this.
It is not that we can be certain of physics
beyond the Standard Model: that much is
already clear, since the Standard Model doesn’t
incorporate gravity or explain the masses of
neutrinos. What is tantalizing is the certainty that
this physics beyond the Standard Model is
very close—around the next bend in the road.
The energies that we can explore in accelerators
allow us to create particles of just the masses
that we expect superparticles to have. Our
accelerators match the energy scale of the
Higgs field, regardless of what it is made of,
and they also match the mass that we expect
for the components of dark matter, based on
rather general arguments from cosmology.
This experimental program is underway, right
now, at Fermilab. Run II of the Tevatron offers
a real possibility of discovering physics beyond
the Standard Model. At the summer 2004 international conferences, we in the DZero experiment
presented new, very sensitive searches for the
production of superparticles. We have searched
for both supersymmetric quarks and gluons,
which would show up as events with high energy
jets (see figure below left); and for supersymmetric relatives of the W and Z particles, which
would show up in our detector as an unexpectedly high rate of electron, muon and tau lepton
production. In either case, we would also expect
a significant imbalance in the momentum seen
in the detector, which is shown in by the blue
arrow. We would see the imbalance because the
unstable, massive superparticles would decay,
A computer reconstruction of the particles produced in
a single collision in the Tevatron, recorded by the
DZero detector in 2003. This is the highest energy event
found in one of the supersymmetry searches. It has
two energetic jets of particles (top and left) recoiling
against “nothing” (the blue arrow which shows the
reconstructed missing momentum). An excess of
events like this would be a signal for the production
of supersymmetric versions of quarks or gluons.

Image: DZero collaboration
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The Standard Model includes
16 observed particles but the Higgs
particle or any other particles
beyond the Standard Model have
yet to be discovered.

and one of their decay products would be the
neutral, invisible lightest superparticle: the dark
matter. (If this is actually happening, then the
Tevatron is adding a very small amount of extra
dark matter to the universe—but don’t worry,
there is so much out there already that this
won’t make any difference.) Our colleagues in
the CDF experiment are carrying out a similar
program of analyses. Neither experiment has
yet seen any clear indication of new particles,
but the searches are just starting to explore
the most interesting regime, and the physicists
carrying out these studies are excited: the
Tevatron is performing well, and delivering lots
of data. More data means increased sensitivity
and the ability to explore further.
The Tevatron will operate until at least 2009
and stands a very good chance of making
a discovery that would revolutionize particle
physics. A very good chance represents
good odds, but it is not a guarantee: nature
may have set the masses of these particles
a bit higher than seems natural to us, or may
have made their effects cancel in odd ways.
There’s not much we can do about that kind
of capriciousness at the Tevatron, but in the
slightly longer run we can be sure that even such
tricks won’t escape detection. The Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), now under construction
at CERN in Switzerland, will have sufficient
brute force in its collision energy that it will
certainly knock down the door to this new
domain of physics beyond the Standard Model.
We don’t know what we will find once we
open that door. Most likely, something strange
and interesting will show up in our detectors,

far different from our simple models of a Higgs
particle and supersymmetry. There are even serious suggestions that new dimensions of space
may open up. Whatever it is, a whole world of
new particles and interactions awaits exploration.
The sooner we can glimpse that world, the
sooner we can start planning how to explore it
in detail, which will most likely involve constructing
a new, high energy electron-positron collider
capable of precise measurements of all these
new particles and their properties.
To summarize, then, we have a very detailed
knowledge of how the Standard Model particles
interact, but we know that this knowledge is
incomplete: it describes a mere five percent of
the universe. We know the approximate energy
scale where new particles—including, we
believe, the components of cosmic dark matter—
are to be found. The Tevatron collider has
a good chance of reaching that energy scale,
which gives us great excitement about what
we may be able to find between now and 2009.
Whatever we uncover, it will pave the way for
an exciting decade, exploring this new world of
new particles and forces, both at the LHC and
at a new electron-positron International Linear
Collider—and it will start to give us an understanding of the other ninety-five percent of the
universe.
John Womersley is scientific advisor to the Department of
Energy’s Associate Director for High Energy Physics, based in
Washington, DC. He is on a two-year leave of absence from
Fermilab’s DZero experiment, to which he plans to return and
continue his quest for physics beyond the Standard Model.
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Quantum Diaries
follows the lives of scientists from around the world
as they live the World Year of Physics 2005. In their
own words, in photos, blogs and videos, they tell the
real-life stories of real physicists in real time. Quantum
Diarist Gordon Watts from the University of Washington,
for instance, would like to tell you about his day….

Photo: Reidar Hahn, Fermilab

http://www.quantumdiaries.org
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Gordon Watts: BLOG

University of Washington

One of the things we physicists get along with our training is a huge ego. It
takes a lot to bruise it. Yesterday did me in.
::Stumped
- It’s the last week of term, so I’m busy teaching. Consequently, I had to
miss a collaboration meeting back at Fermilab. Trying to update my research
for the meeting, I stayed up until 3:45 a.m. Didn’t manage.
- I was stumped by a homework question during office hours. I could hear
the frustration in the student’s voice. Nothing like a student’s scorn to make
me feel crappy!
- I presented some work at the Fermilab meeting via video. Halfway through the
talk, an audience member contradicted something I said. By video, I couldn’t
see who was speaking; it turned out to be an expert on that particular item.
It took me awhile to understand what he was saying, then more time to understand that his comment was not relevant to my discussion. In short, I thought
I was wrong, in front of 50 people, for about 10 minutes. Painful.
::Humbled
My talk ran long at the video meeting, so I missed half of a meeting with a
candidate for a faculty position, a condensed matter physicist. This is a topic
I don’t know a lot about, so I didn’t feel comfortable asking a question.
Humbling to hear someone talk about something you are supposed to know
about but don’t.
- The grader for my class discovered an error in my exam solutions; 30 minutes
later, she found an error in my homework solutions. Sigh.
- A second candidate for the faculty position is visiting our group. She would
likely work with me if she were hired. She was giving a talk, so we tested the
projector with her computer in my office.
- The first collisions in almost 14 weeks began at the Tevatron, after a long
shutdown. Something that I’m responsible for didn’t work properly and I got
called. In the middle of trying to fix that I had to...
- Rush with the job candidate to the seminar room. Once there, we realized
that we needed an extension cord. Raced down 5 flights of stairs and back.
Once everything was set up we discovered that her portable projector didn’t
work!! I raced back down and up the five flights to grab a backup projector.
- I returned to my office to fix the problem at Fermilab, missing almost 30 minutes of her talk.
::Lost
On the way to dinner, got lost. Walked around in the rain for 20 minutes trying
to find the place.
::Awesome
Last night, I made sure to get sleep. Result: I’m once again INVINCIBLE! I gave
an awesome lecture; did an extended derivation and kept the class with me
the whole way. While I was lecturing, the weather went from hard rain to sun.
Coming out into the sunlight was stunning. At another video meeting I gave
a great talk and got many good ideas. Treated myself to a Kemper root beer
for lunch. This afternoon is killer: at one point I’m triple booked in meetings.
No matter, I can be in all three places at once!
posted by Gordon Watts
Friday, December 8, 2004 @ 3:00 PM

2 comments
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Ego...Ego...Ego...

day in the life: stephon alexander

By day

Stephon Alexander theorizes about the effects of dark matter in his office at SLAC.
By night he plays tenor saxophone in a San Francisco jazz club. Alexander was
born in Trinidad and grew up in the Bronx. “Break dancing and rap music were being created in
my neighborhood. It was amazing,” he says. In his first postdoctoral position at Imperial College,
London, Alexander was inspired by great physicists and great musicians. “I learned there are elements
of science in doing art, and in art for doing science,” he says.

Photography by Teresa Robinson
Text by Raven Hanna

“You have a question in the back of your head. You
do your daily things in life but somehow this
question is deeply in you—it’s always there. And this
is how I live my life.”
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“Chris Isham, a great mathematical physicist, told me
that you excite the subconscious in ways that you
can’t see, which allows you to access creativity to do
things you normally wouldn’t be able to do. I keep
that in the back of my mind.”

“I approach physics the same way as I approach jazz
and improvisation. Like Charlie Parker said, you
learn the rules, then when you are actually out there
doing it, you throw the rules away.”
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deconstruction: event display

Finding

new species of particles isn’t as easy as simply watching them fly out of a collider
experiment. Usually all physicists see are the remnants of a new particle decaying
into other types of particles. From that, they infer the existence of the new species and can determine
some of its characteristics. This event display shows what happened during one collision of an electron with a positron in the BaBar detector at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. The tree of
arrows explains the stages of decay that must have led to the final products observed by BaBar. The
* (2317)+ particle discovered here is interesting because it doesn’t fit into physicists’ current underDsJ
standing of charm quark-based matter.

Text: Steve Sekula, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Data: Antimo Palano, BaBar collaboration
The decay chain
From the energy of collision, two charm
quarks materialize, one of which pairs
with a strange quark to form the exotic
Ds* J (2317)+, the number indicating its
mass, measured in MeV (millions of electron volts). Because it is so heavy, it
almost immediately decays into a lighter
Ds+ particle, which further decays. After
a sequence of decays, all that is left
are a charged pion, two kaons and two
photons. The particles are like footprints
in sand, and measuring their energy
and position precisely is like measuring
the depth of the footprints: it tells us
about the mass of the object that made
them. Tracing these detectable particles
back, we catch a glimpse of the progenitor Ds* J (2317)+ that birthed them.

* (2317)+
DsJ

γ
π0

γ

Ds+

φ

π+

K+
K+

Other particles
Nature conserves momentum, and particle
collisions provide a good example. Two
photons, two kaons, and a pion are balanced out by other particles recoiling in
the opposite direction. These extra particles
are a result of energy conservation, produced by a second heavy particle moving in
the direction opposite to the Ds* J (2317)+.
The “rubbish”
The extra blips and bumps in the picture
are electronic noise, unavoidable in any
real instrument made of real electronics.
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Photons
Photons, particles of light, have
a unique signature of energy
deposited in the calorimeter but
leave no other trace.
Pion
This pion—a joined pair of an up
and a down quark—has electric
charge and is easily seen by the
tracking system. It leaves little
energy in the calorimeter and
gives off characteristic light in
the detector.
Kaons
These kaons—each a joined pair
of quarks, this time a strange
and an up quark—have signatures
very much like the pion’s (little
energy in the calorimeter), but
their light emissions are different.
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The calorimeter
Many particles leave energy
behind in their wake as they strip
electrons from atoms or bounce
off atomic nuclei. Careful measurement of the energy helps
distinguish subatomic particles,
as each has a distinctive pattern
of energy loss.
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A Dilettante at SLAC

us. But let’s not dwell on a depressing subject.
Let’s look at how you, as physicists, would
approach these claims.
Try it this way: What do you think about my
fellow passenger’s idea of using the classics
of literature to somehow solve the major problems of modern man? Think it has merit?
Probably not, is my (dilettante’s) answer.
I emphasize “probably” because as scientists
you would hold off final judgment until you
know more. You’d want the fellow to produce
evidence that his program, his theory, works.
And the evidence would have to be just so: it
would have to be provided via the scientific
method. The problem is that the scientific method
is tough to transfer to solving the major problems of modern man—or to everyday life.
The problem of transferring how you do
physics to problems of everyday life lies in
defining the questions to be answered. Use of
mathematics—the language of physics—helps
solve this by providing real answers, but more
importantly, real questions as well.
In talking to one of you, and in bringing up
the question of the search for ultimate causes
(or, as I like to think of it, “What It All Means”),
I got this response: “42”. Putting aside author
Douglas Adams’s claims about this answer in
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, what makes
it significant for me is its subtext. Suppose
you’ve found the good old Higgs particle, or—if
that’s not the last little bugger—suppose you’ve
found whatever does come last, and you’ve
gotten as close to the ultimate cause as you
can. Then if the cause is mathematical (maybe
even 42), it won’t be, at least to us humans, a
sensible answer to What It All Means.
Going out on a (dilettante’s) limb: you’ll never
really find that ultimate cause because an
ultimate cause won’t, or can’t, be mathematical.
Which in turn means that in your life’s work,
in the end you’ll pretty much…screw up. And
I think you all know it.
But you’re giving it a shot anyway. And that’s
what I love about you.
Oh. Do me a favor. If I’m wrong and you guys
don’t screw up—if you find out What It All
Means, and if that little :) email smile is involved,
keep it to yourselves. I don’t want to know.

Photo: Allan Weisbecker

It’s my first day visiting SLAC—I’m researching
a movie script wherein the main character
is a physicist—and I’m riding the Stanford shuttle
bus to meet some physicists. There’s one
other passenger, a studious-looking fellow
with a briefcase. Being a nosy sort, I ask what
he’s up to in his work.
The fellow says he’s developing a computer
program into which he will plug the classics
of literature in order to generate solutions to the
major problems of modern man: economic,
environmental and social ills.
I don’t know, I’m thinking, let me think
about that.

I tell the fellow that if there’s one thread that
runs through classical literature, it’s that human
beings are incapable of solving problems.
Hence the carnage, the suffering, the tragedy
with which classical literature is rife. The general
incapacity for problem solving might even be
the best definition of what a human being is. In
other words: An organism that is a complete
and utter screw up.
The fellow nods uncertainly; he doesn’t say
anything.
So—I’m on a real roll now—plugging classical
literature into a program meant to solve the
major problems of modern man might in fact be
the cause of the final apocalypse.
Okay, I didn’t say the last bit about the fellow’s
work causing the final apocalypse—he seemed
nice enough. I’m just thinking of this now. And
getting cranky. The final apocalypse could very
well affect me personally.
My hypothesis is this: You, as physicists,
are the exception to my human-beings-beingcomplete-screw ups assertion.
I emphasize “as physicists” because I suspect
that when you’re not doing physics you manage
to screw up as catastrophically as the rest of

Allan Weisbecker is a novelist, screenwriter and journalist. Cosmic
Banditos, his wildly irreverent comedic novel about a band of
ne’er-do-wells’ search for What It All Means via quantum
physics is being developed into a movie by actor John Cusack’s
production company, with Allan adapting the book. (Go to
www.aweisbecker.com for more about the project.) Allan lives
in outback Costa Rica with his four dogs.
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essay: allan weisbecker

Image courtesy of The Israel Museum, Jerusalem

logbook: special relativity

Einstein

had promised but later refused
to publish this 1912 expository
treatise, his earliest known manuscript on special
relativity. No original manuscripts survive for the
articles of Einstein’s 1905 annus mirabilis.
This page is from a section entitled “Equations of
Motion of the Material Point.” Einstein shows how
the most basic freshman-physics equations must
change to fit the new world.
In the bottom paragraph, m is an object’s mass,
q its speed, and c is the speed of light in the vacuum.
The text, continuing on the next page, reads: “The

expression within the brackets on the right plays
the role of the energy E of the moving mass point.
This expression: [formula 28] grows to infinity when
q approaches the value c; thus, it would require an
infinite expenditure of energy to impart the velocity
c to the body.”
That is why even today’s highest-energy particle
accelerators can only push particles to approach—but
never equal or surpass—the speed of light.
The old Newtonian formula, gives zero if q is
zero. Here, for q= 0 the formula reduces to a special
case, called rest energy: E=mc 2.

explain it in 60 seconds

E=mc2

Einstein’s famous equation says that mass (m) is equivalent to energy (E). The
recognition that the two quantities are related was Einstein’s stroke of genius. The
speed of light squared (c 2) comes into the equation to tell us exactly how much energy a given
amount of mass represents.
In the world of subatomic processes, the mass of particles can change into energy in the
form of light, heat or motion. Likewise, energy can also transform into mass. Particle accelerators
exploit this idea by smashing together fast-moving particles. The high energy of these collisions
transforms into new particles, which can have much greater mass than the ones that originally collided.
Converting mass into energy is the goal of scientists pursuing nuclear fusion. Fusing protons
and neutrons together results in a nucleus with a total mass that is less than the mass of its constituents. The missing mass appears as energy, which can be harnessed—in principle—for useful
power: E=mc 2!
Mass-energy convertibility has far-reaching consequences. Your car’s engine is powered
by fossil fuel, which comes from prehistoric plants. The plants got their energy from sunlight, which
was produced by nuclear fusion in the sun. So your car, and virtually all other activity on Earth, is
ultimately powered by E=mc 2.
Peter Meyers, Princeton University
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